
 

Codelli klub Ljubljana announces 

 

26. Slovenia Classic Marathon 2017 

on Saturday, September 9th, 2017. 

 

 

Regularity competition counting for SVS Championship, Open Championship of Slovenia 

and Alpe Adria Classic Challenge. 

 

                                        

A FIVA B Event 

 

1. ORGANISATION 

The main organizer is Codelli klub, Ljubljana,   Kavadarska 22,   1000 Ljubljana 

  

2. PROGRAM  

Touesday 5.9.2017 

12.00:  End of Entry period. Only the crews entering on time can be accepted. 

Organizer can impose exceptions. Please send Entries to Codelli Klub`s 

address or by e-mail: codelli@codelli.com 

mailto:codelli@codelli.com


 

Saturday, 9.9.2017 

from 7.00 on: Prolog – LEG 1:  Start of STAR drive from various locations to Finish at 

avtocentru Špan in Brezovica near Ljubljana.  

In order to equalize the conditions for competitors from different parts of Slovenia and near-

by countries, at this year's SCM, we are introducing a novelty following the example of the 

famous Monte Carlo rally, which is a star race from different starting points to the start of the 

main competition - 2nd stage. It is a kind of Prologue to the competition, which is also the 

counting for the entire competition with passing various Time Controls. Routes are selected 

so that all crews, regardless of the starting point, travel approximately the same number of 

kilometers. The scheduled arrival at the starting point of the main stage is at least 30 minutes 

before the start of the main stage. At the start of the prologue, teams will receive start 

numbers and a roadbook for the Prologue. Start in or near the home is also enabled and 

recommended, as the materials for the prolog can be sent to the competitor at his request by 

electronic or regular mail. The Check Points are on each route from chosen starting point to 

finish of the Prologue. The condition for participation is on time application, required for the 

preparation of individual instructions. 

od 9.00 dalje:   Registration at Avtocenter ŠPAN 

  

Upon arrival, the crews register their presence at the organizer. They also receive materials 

for the main competition with the main Road Book. Before the start, the crews will also 

receive a refreshment. 

 



10.00 Start of LEG 2 at avtocenter Špan in Brezovica near Ljubljana to the Finish at 

GAJ Racertrack.  

About 110 km long route will lead us through Ljubljana to the east through the Besnica 

valley, to Šmartno and Gabrovka, where there will also be a short pause. From there we will 

continue towards Mokronog, Škocjan and along Dolenjska to Check Point Kostanjevica on 

Krka, where it will again take some time to visit the place and have a refreshment. From 

there we will continue to the newly opened GAJ Racetrack, where the main stage will end. 

On the way we will perform some regularity and time tests, but of course, we will have to 

carry out Passing Controls. The average speed is selected to allow an easy run and provide 

time for stops along the track. The anticipated arrival of the first vehicle to the Finish of the 

stage is at 13.15. 

 

14.00  Regularity Circuit Racing on GAJ Racetrack 

 

As the final act of the SCM competition part, an accuracy time trial will be performed on the 

racing track, where several laps will be attempted with as much similar time as possible. 

Each crew sets its own reference time and tries to repeat it in next two rounds as accurately 

as possible. Before the test, practising time will be available. The gentlemen's driving rules 

apply to the track, which means that the slower vehicle has the right to an ideal (racing) line. 

Anticipated completion of the test is at 16.00. Fourth round of the international RCR event 

will take place at the same time. 

16.30  Prise giving ceremony and late lunch  

 V lokalu v neposredni bližini dirkališča bo potekala svečana razglasitev rezultatov in 

počastitev zmagovalcev. Temu bo sledilo pozno kosilo z druženjem. 

A ceremonial announcement of the results and the honors of the winners will take place at 

the local close to the racecourse. This will be followed by late lunch and social meeting. 

 

 

 

 



3. IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

Function  Contact person Tel. number 

Director of the event Miloš Ješe 031 684 065 

Organising commetee Andrej Vidmar 041 675 737 

Tehnical assistance Jure Curk 041 776 603 

SVS representative Mirko Maglica 041 509 268 

Emergency  Police, Medical Assistance 113 

 

4. ACCEPTED VEHICLES 

Za sodelovanje na dogodku so odobrena zgodovinska vozila do leta proizvodnje 1987. Vsa 
sodelujoča vozila morajo biti registrirana in odobrena za redni cestni promet in morajo 
ustrezati slovenskim predpisom o cestnem prometu in varnosti v cestnem prometu vključno z 
obveznim zavarovanjem. Odobritev vozila za sodelovanje (tehnični pregled) je v pristojnosti 
organizatorja in se izvede v času registracije na dogodek.  

To participate in the event, historical vehicles have been approved until the production year 
1987. All participating vehicles must be registered and approved for regular road traffic and 
must comply with the Slovenian regulations on road and road safety, including compulsory 
insurance. The approval of the vehicle for participation (technical inspection) is within the 
competence of the organizer and is carried out at the time as of registration for the event 

         FIVA CLASS              PRODUCTION DATE 

 A-D   pred  31.12.1945  
  E  od 01.01.1946      do 31.12.1960  
  F  od 01.01.1961      do 31.12.1970  
  G  od 01.01.1971      do 31.12.1980  
 H 

Sports cars adn Youngtimers  
od 01.01.1981      do 31.12.1987 

  
 

5. STARING NUMBERS 

Vsakemu sodelujočemu vozilu se dodeli štartna številka. Štartne številke se začnejo s 
številko 1. Štartne številke pomagajo spremljevalcem dogodka pri identifikaciji vozil. Zato 
morajo biti štartne številke nameščene na vozilu spredaj na vetrobranskem steklu ali 
kakšnem drugem mestu, ki je jasno vidno. Izdelane so v obliki nalepk, tisti pa, ki štartajo 
iz domačega kraja, prejmejo materiale po elektronski pošti in si številke natisnejo sami na 
navaden papir in pritrdijo na vetrobransko steklo ali drugo vidno mesto na sprednji strani 
vozila. Sicer so nalepke izdelane posebej za namestitev na vozila in iz takšnih materialov, ki 
omogočajo enostavno odstranitev in so neškodljive za še tako občutljivo barvo oziroma lak.  

Each participating vehicle is assigned to a starting number. The starting numbers start with 
number 1. The starting numbers help the event's attendees to identify vehicles. Therefore, 
the starting numbers must be placed on the vehicle at the front of the windscreen or some 
other place, which is clearly visible. They are made in the form of stickers, but those who 
start from home will receive materials by e-mail and they should print the numbers by 
themselves on plain paper and attach them to the windscreen or other visible place on the 
front of the vehicle. Otherwise, the labels are specially designed for installation on vehicles 
and from such materials that allow easy removal and are harmless to an even delicate color 
or varnish. 

For Prolog (LEG 1 - Star driving), each logged-in competitor will be pre-set on Time Controls. 
The times will be set for one minute, proof of the timely transition of the Check Points  
competitors will provide themselves on the basis of the instructions received. 



Vehicles start at the event at each stage or a special test at a minute's distance. The start of 
each vehicle is at full minute depending on the radio controlled clock, which represents the 
official time of the event. All times recorded in the program, RoadBook and other 
materials refer to the vehicle with start number 1. All other participants must calculate 
the time according to their starting number or the registered start time on the second 
stage. 

6. CONDITIONS OF DRIVING 

The event takes place in regular road traffic, therefore all participants are obliged to strictly 
observe all Slovenian and international laws and regulations related to road traffic and road 
safety, while at the same time they take full responsibility for their actions and possible 
damage. 

In order to prevent any hindrance of regular traffic, participants are required to immediately 

stretch out the aggregate column, insofar as there are more than 3 vehicles in it. This will 

allow other vehicles in regular traffic a simple overtaking. 

Participants attend the event at their own risk. They carry solely their own civil and criminal 

liability for any damage caused by themselves or by the vehicle they use. By signing and 

submitting the application, the driver, co-driver and passengers shall waive any claims for all 

kinds of damages arising in connection with the event, namely against the organizer, 

authorities and other persons associated with the organization of the event. 

7. ENTRY FEES 

Entry fees for participants is as follows: 

until 1. 8. 2017  for class A1 in B  -   90,00 EUR    motorcycles A   40,00 EUR 

until 1. 9. 2017         120,00 EUR    50,00 EUR 

until 9. 9. 2017       144,00 EUR    65,00 EUR 

Entry fee for the vehicles before 1930 is at half price. 

 

The application is valid only upon payment of the Entry fee. The Entry fee is for one crewed 

vehicle (two persons). 

Na dogodku SCM 2017 uvajamo kar nekaj novosti, za katere smo prepričani, da jih 

boste udeleženci dobro sprejeli in bodo naredile prireditev zanimivo. Zato vas vabimo 

na prijetno druženje s pravo mero tekmovalnosti.  

At the SCM 2017 event, we are introducing quite a few innovations, for which we are 

convinced that they will be well received and will make the event interesting. 

Therefore, we invite you to a pleasant gathering with the right amount of competitio. 

LEG 1 - Prolog - star drive 

from Check Point to the 

starting point of LEG 2 in 

Avtocentru Špan 

 

 

 

 

A WARM WELCOME from 

Organising Commetee 


